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Based on her bestselling book, The Battle Belongs to the Lord, Joyce Meyer delivers practical
advice and Biblical wisdom to help you triumph over any obstacle you face. By learning to lean on
God's power, you'll be able to leave your fear behind and develop a life-changing sense of
confidence. This compact edition is perfect for taking God's assurance with you everywhere you go.
Be encouraged that no situation is beyond repair and start living a life of joy and peace when you
LET GOD FIGHT YOUR BATTLES.
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We tend to get so focused on our problems and what we need to do to fix them. This book reminds
us that God has it under control. He knows just what we need and at the right time. Oh how He
loves us! He is waiting for us to turn to Him and trust Him completely. Such an encouraging read.

Joyce is such a practical person, someone to relate to in every day life. She is real and transparent,
easy to understand and such an encouragement to those who are suffering. Thank you Joyce
Meyer for being willing to tell your story with HOPE and the love of Jesus Christ.

This book was so encouraging. I highly recommend reading it especially if you are in the midst of a
difficult life challenge. It will bolster your faith and give you a fresh hope. Like all of Joyce's books,
this one is well worth reading.

First place to go to in our struggles is to God . Joyce gives us action items. Things we can do to
draw near to God rather than allow anxiety or worry or fighting before we know what God would
have us to for the victory... Which is what we want victory and God's will.

Joyce Meyer is a wonderful teacher of the Word and Let God Fight Your Battles is another example
of that. She reminds us in her plain spoken way to trust in God in all you do. I highly recommend this
book to anyone going through tough times.

Surprising impact for such a small volume. Nice to be reminded of the many times in scripture that
God does say He has our back and will be our vindicator...and our part to play when we look to Him
for help.

Such a good outline for how to deal when the unexpected happens. I use it like I user my
emergency procedures card in my high school. For instance, we have certain procedures we follow
for each kind of disaster: fire, active shooter, tornado, etc. I have found this is the way life comes at
us. One minute we are fine and the next minute our child/adult child says the unimaginable, and
your heart sinks, or the doctor uses scary words in a diagnosis, or you hear what you are sure is the
last straw breaking in your marriage and you know you want to react in a Godly faithful way. At
those moments I feel like the breath and life has gone out of me, and I open this little book and
"follow the scriptural steps" God outlines in the Bible for us. These bring such immediate peace, and
even joy. They keep me focused on GOD and not on my problem.

Joyce Meyer is an excellent author. She has been a big help to me in overcoming my resentment
toward my abusive father. Compared to Joyce I suffered very little. This particular book encouraged
me a lot.
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